Click through rate (CTR) prediction is very important for Native advertisement but also hard as there is no direct query intent. In this paper we propose a large-scale event embedding scheme to encode the each user browsing event by training a Siamese network with weak supervision on the users' consecutive events. The CTR prediction problem is modeled as a supervised recurrent neural network, which naturally model the user history as a sequence of events. Our proposed recurrent models utilizing pretrained event embedding vectors and an attention layer to model the user history. Our experiments demonstrate that our model significantly outperforms the baseline and some variants.
INTRODUCTION
Native advertisement is a new type of online advertisement which attracts significant attention in recent years, especially due to the effectiveness of Facebook ads [2], Yahoo Gemini [4] and Bing Intent Ads [1] . In native ads scenarios, the advertisements replicate the look and feel of the organic contents and are placed interchangeably with them. It has been very successful in providing good user experience and effective return of investment for advertisers [3] .
One distinctive characteristic of native ads, comparing with traditional search ads, is the lack of strong user query intent. In search ads, the search query from user input plays a dominant role in optimizing the serving system. In native ads, however, it is important to infer users' intent from their history of online activities. * The authors are listed in alphabetical order.
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We apply our event embedding scheme to the native ads click through rate prediction problem. In each request, for each advertisement that is selected, we need to compute the click through rate, i.e., how likely the advertisement will be clicked by the user in this request. The CTR estimation is very critical in selecting and ranking the advertisements as well as downstream optimization processes. We employ recurrent neural network models to predict the CTR from users' browsing activities. We show that by applying the event embedding with our designed recurrent attentional model, we can achieve the performance that is significantly better than the baseline and other variants.
RELATED WORK
Deep neural networks has been applied in personalized recommendation systems. He et al [14] combine neural networks and matrix factorization machine to model user-item interactions. They model the user's preference implicitly by generating the latent vector jointly with the item matrix with a supervised loss. Long shortterm memory (LSTM) based sequence modeling is applied in [22] for news recommendation. They generates user representations with an recurrent neural networks from user news browsing histories. Their embedding layer consists of a denoising autoencoder [28] . The embedding layer is not applicable in our setting as we do not have rich content information for the users' past browsing activities. Deep interest network (DIN) [31] is proposed to estimate click through rates for advertisements in e-commence site. Their event embedding layer is trained together with the user modeling. Also their model is not sequential based, as their model cannot learn from long term history. Recurrent Neural Network is used in [30] for click prediction in search ads scenario with only users search history.
There are limited work in user browsing event embedding especially in the context of modeling user history. Our approach is inspired by the word2vec [19] and the metric learning with Siamese networks [9] , which is successfully applied in a lot of natural language processing and computer vision tasks. In particular, the word vector is usually trained outside of the actual NLP tasks. The framework of word embedding is also utilized to train the item vector in achieving good performance in genre classification for Windows 10 applications [6] . Their embedding is ID based, thus unable to handle unseen items. The model also discards the temporal information which is very important in our setting. A character level CNN is proposed to learn a URL embedding in to detect malicious URLs [26] . It trains the embedding using a binary classifier specific to the task and hence is not applicable in our problem. DSSM is proposed in [16] to train the word embedding through click on the query-document pairs, which usually requires huge number of labeled data.
Piece-wise Linear Models (LS-PLM) [12] and factorization machine (FM) [25] models can be viewed as a class of networks with one hidden layer, which first employs embedding layer on sparse inputs and then imposes special designed transformation functions for output, aiming to capture the interactive relationships among features. As the scale of feature and sample becoming larger and larger, the CTR prediction model has evolved from shallow to deep structure in recent years. Wide&Deep [7] and the YouTube Recommendation CTR model [10] extend the idea of factorization machine by replacing the transformation function with feed forward networks, which improve the model capability. They follow a similar model structure that stacking an embedding layer before fully connected layer with pooling layer to integrate the multi-dimension hidden vectors, which is now more likely to be the de facto standard. Our baseline model follows this kind of model structure.
LATENT EVENT REPRESENTATION
As mentioned earlier, one crucial component in our models is an event embedding scheme that embeds each user browsing event into a fixed dimensional space. In this section, we describe the scheme in detail.
For each user browsing activity e t u from user u at time t, we define it as a triplet e t u = {U ,T , D}, where U is the URL, T is the title of the URL page and D is a simple description where we received from our advertiser websites. A user session S = {e 1 , e 2 , e k } is defined as a sequence of events the user visits in a session. 1 We train a Siamese network [9] to embed events {e t } into a low dimensional latent space.
Network Structure
The Siamese networks learn the latent embeddings of the user events by enforcing the distance of two consecutive events to be close. The input are events {e i , e j } ∈ S which are visited by one user consecutively in a session S. We employ negative sampling on random event pairs {ẽ i ,ẽ i } to get the same number of negative samples.
The Siamese networks consists of two identical neural networks, each taking one of the two input events. The last layers of the two networks are then fed to a contrastive loss function , which calculates the similarity between the two events.
Our networks is formulated as:
where I is the embedding function. We describe it in detail as follows.
We use similar mechanisms to vectorize U , T and D. For URL U , we break it into fixed number K tokens, e.g., 20 tokens. (The domain is a separate token. If there are less than K tokens, we pad them with some null values.) Each token is then hashed into a fixed large space M, e.g., 10 5 . We maintain a dictionary of size M, in which each value is an embedding vector of fixed dimension L. For each selected token in U , we extract its corresponding embedding value from the dictionary and we pad K such vectors into a final vector to represent U . So URL U is embedded into a vector of dimension K · L. We apply the same mechanism to T and D with different embedding dictionaries. The final embedded vector is of dimension 3 · K · L. Some characteristic of this embedding mechanism:
• Unseen events. Since our embedding is based on tokens, we can naturally handle unseen events, e.g., with new URLs.
(Some websites use GUID in the URLs to make every visit with unique URL.) • Same tokens. The same token appears in URL, title and description might be embedded into different vectors.
• Cross-site correlation. We are able to understand the similarity between different websites from the tokens in the URLs, titles and descriptions. The hidden representation, h, is mapped from the embedding through the network with the activation function, f (·) as ReLu [21] . The weight matrix W and bias b are shared across the input pairs.
The contrastive loss function, L(·, ·) is defined as
is the distance between the embedding pair {h i , h j }. Distance function D can be customized to fulfill specific tasks. Here we use L2 distance. m is a margin value which is greater than 0. Having a margin allows us to discard the loss from pairs are too far away and focus on the negative sample pairs that are marginally close in the current latent space.
y is the label to indicate if the input pair is a positive sample, i.e., visited consecutively in one user session, or a negative one, i.e., sampled randomly from all events. Notice our loss function will enforce the embedding to pull consecutive events together, in the same time to push negative sampled events pairs to be further apart in the latent space.
The hidden representation layer h and the embedding layer I both learn the semantic representations of the user events. Another benefits of our Siamese network structure is, whenever we need the embedding, we can easily plug the whole networks as a module into the big neural network framework. To keep the contribution clear and facilitate the evaluation, we use outputs of the the embedding layer I as the event vectors.
The Siamese network structure is illustrated in Figure 1 . We use two hidden layers instead of one in practice to leverage the different data sources, which give us lower loss during training.
Another option is to train the event embedding with word2vec e.g., Skip-gram model [20] . However, we do not see meaningful improvement over the Siamese networks. We plan to further investigate in word2vec based embedding approaches.
Qualitative Evaluation
It is a very challenging task to measure the quality of our event embedding scheme. We qualitatively inspect the embedding results as follows. As the user behavior data provide no category information, we manually selected several pivots (or say, centroid). For each pivot, we retrieve the relevant embedding representations and find the top-k nearest neighbors in the embedding space. This is motivated by the assumption that a useful representation would cluster the domain/tokens with similar semantic contents. We generate a subset that contains the top 80 events for selected pivots. We applied t-SNE [18] with a L2 norm kernel to reduce the dimensionality of the item vectors to 2. Then, we color each pivots and their neighbors.
As shown in the left graph in Figure 2 , every selected pivots and their associated clusters are clear and well defined. 'Shoes' and 'Woman' are close to each other with some overlap, which is reasonable as the shoes are a quite big category in female consumer goods. 'expedia.com' and 'carmax.com' are also near with each other. Moreover, the nearest neighbors trained have strong coherence. We pulled the neighbors beyond the top 100 in each embeddings, the neighbors are still showing reasonable correlation to the pivots.
In Table 1 , we show the examples of the selected pivots and their top nearest neighbors. The URL domains and words are clustered respectively although we trained them by projecting onto a common hidden layer together. The embeddings are learning the semantics that encodes the user browsing interest and intentions well, like Glove [24] or DSSM [16] . Especially, the embeddings learns the specific patterns in user browsing history, like for the centroid 'woman', 'hair', 'beauty' and even 'sale' are among the closest neighbors as they also appear often when the user click and browse. Note that our method and scenario are correlated but also different with DSSM. • DSSM trains the embedding using query-document pairs. It contains strong supervision from the search query and clicks.
In native ads, as we have no related query, our methods trained the embedding that is weakly supervised by the pure user browsing history, which is more realistic and adequate in native advertising.
• DSSM is able to represent short sentences as the queryanswer pair always appears in such continuous word sets. In native ads, either the URLs, title or short description in the user browsing history has meaningful syntactic structures. Thus we proposed the Siamese network structure instead of Skip-gram. Our method is able to embed both the words and URL domains.
CLICK THROUGH RATE PREDICTION
In this section, we apply our embedding results to the CTR prediction problem for native ads. In particular, for each request {E −t u , a t } where E −t u is the sequence of activities for the user u up to time t and a t is the advertisement we displayed to user u. Our objective is to predict the probability that user u will click on a t in this request. Figure 4 outlines the information flow.
We describe several variations to model user activities from the browsing history of the user as the input to the CTR prediction tasks. First, we formulate our problem and a simple word-based baseline method and discuss the issues that they have. We then describe our methods of using latent embedding of user events, as was explained in the previous section.
Problem Formulation
Let E u be the entire sequence of the events for user u and E −t u be the sequence of events of user u up to time t. We are given a set of triplets {< u t , a t , y t >}, that user u t is served with advertisement a t at time t. y t indicates that the u t clicked on a t (if 1) or not (if 0). Our objective is:
Where L is the loss of predicted clickỹ and the real click y given user browsing events E −t u t up to time t. θ is the model parameters.
Based on this formulation, the most important part of the model is to represent the event history E −t u for user u. In the following sections, we describe a few different choices to model the user event history.
Single Event Representation
We explore three different event representations.
(1) Bag of Word (BoW). The bag-of-word based model introduced in [22] are proposed in our experiment as the baseline.
An event e = {U ,T , D} is represented by a collection of words tokenized from the triplets. The user state is learned from a collection of words included in the last event (last-1 event baseline) before time t or a fixed number of events (last-N event) of the user before time t. We use a feed forward networks to learn a non-linear mapping on the collection of the words to represent the user history. (2) Co-trained Event Embeddings (Embedding). We use the network structure in Section 3 to embed the events. However, the weights of the embedding layers is co-trained together with the overall network for our CTR task. (3) Pretrained Embedding. The embedding vector is pretrained by the Siamese networks in Section 3. BoW is simple and fast to calculate, but suffers from the sparseness of the representation. The co-trained event embedding has a large number of weights and hence the model complexity is very high. In our CTR prediction task, the labeled data is much smaller than the users' browsing history, which makes the co-training of the embedding vector a lot challenging. On the other hand, the pretrained event embedding is trained in self-supervised manner with sufficient labeled data. As we can see later, pretrained embedding has more generalization power. Now we describe how to represent users' history based on the single event representations.
Bag-of-Events Model (BoE)
Following the popular model structure introduced in [10, 27, 32] , our base bag-of-events model has two major steps:
(1) Use one of the single event embedding approach in Section 4.2. (2) Apply a feed forward networks with ReLU to fit the click response. Notice that the input contains multiple user events, we add an averaging pooling layer to summarize the sequence and get a fixed size vector.
We use BoE(K) to represent the bag of events model with last K events included before the pooling layer.
A decay model is proposed in [22] as a baseline where α is a parameter vector that represents the strength of time decay. However, the decay model is not showing any gain in their experiments. Since our (attentional) recurrent model is focusing on learning the temporal dependencies, we skip this variation in our experiments.
Recurrent Neural Network Models
Given that the user's history consists of an event sequence, it is natural to consider recurrent neural networks (RNN) to model the user. More specifically, in such RNN networks, the user state s t u is determined by the event e u t and previous state s t −1 u as:
In order to learn long temporal dependencies and avoid gradient vanishing and explosion problems, we employ two popular RNN networks: the long short-term memory networks (LSTM) [15] and the gated recurrent networks [8] .
4.4.1 Long short-term Memory Network. The LSTM unit is formulated as
where ϕ(·) is element-wise sigmoid function. h u t is the memory state. The information flows from the input of the user browsing browsing activity to output (user state). The input e u t is encoded using pretrained event embedding vectors in section 3 or can be randomly initialized and trained with the CTR networks. The event vector flow merged into the previous hidden and decoded to the event vector space as the user state.
The browsing information flow is controlled by three gates, input gate I t , forget gate F t , and output gate O t . The idea is that the input gate filters unnecessary input browsing activity to construct a user state, for example the concept drift due to the sudden interest change. The forget gate represents the decline in interest by the user, which is actually a more adaptive time decay effect than the exponential discount factor. The output gate filters the contents that should not be focused on in the next session.
Gated Recurrent
Network. The gated recurrent unit (GRU) was proposed in [8] to make each recurrent unit adaptively capture the dependencies of different time scales, which is another effective learning structure to avoid gradient vanishing and explosion. The 
GRU unit is formulated as:
The important difference is that the gate Z t in this model plays the role of two gates, i.e., input and forget gate in the LSTM-based model, which happens to make the upper bound of the hidden state h as max(||h u 0 || ∞ , sup x |τ (x)|). Thus, for any length of the long input sequences, the upper bound tends to be limited by a constant. In practice, LSTM model is always trained with gradient clipping [23] where GRU unit is always trained without clipping. Figure 3 shows the structure of LSTM unit and GRU unit.
Note that except for one original GRU layer, we add another fully connected layer as suggested by [22] , which makes the network easy to adopt the proposed attention model.
Attention Network.
Attention model is proposed in [5, 13] in machine translation and sequence learning tasks, and later successfully applied to recommendation systems [29] .
We build a context vector c i that depends on a sequence of annotations (h 1 , · · · , h t ) to which a recurrent encoder maps the input browsing events. Each h i contains information about the whole input sequence with a strong focus on the parts surrounding the i-th event in the input sequence. To better capture the different contribution scale of various contextual events, the attention vector learns the integration weights on each E i instead of using the last state only.
The context vector c i is computed as the weighted sum of the state sequences h i
The weight α of state h j is computed by
Where τ is the hyper-tangent function. The context vector directly computes a soft attention, which allows the gradient of the cost function to be back-propagated through. Indeed, the context vector is a weighted sum of all the annotations as computing an expected annotation, which assign the probability that the target event e u i is assigned to the final user states. All the three models are illustrated in Figure 5 .
Experiments and Results

Dataset.
To train the Siamese network for event embedding, we sampled approximately one week user browsing history and build about 600 million event pairs which has been visited consecutively from our browsing data in November, 2017. To train the CTR model, we random sampled about 100 million browsing and click entries. About 60 million is used as training data, leave the remaining 40 million as validation and test set evenly.
For CTR prediction, we extract the last K = 10 browsing events before the clicks/non-clicks on the advertisement to model the user intention. We also test the baseline that only uses the last event.
The user meta data M u , e.g., user ID and the advertisement meta data M ads , e.g., title, description, URL are used to predict the click. The full dataset has about 0.36% events has label 1 (clicked).
Evaluation Metrics.
To measure CTR prediction quality, we compute the area under receiver operator curve (AUC) [11] as the labels/clicks are highly skewed. For the clicks in test set, we calculate AUC using the predicted ranking formed by the estimated click probability output by the model and the ground-truth label, which is the presence or absence of clicks on the native advertisement. We report final AUC as an average and standard deviation over five runs.
Experiment Setting and Result.
We fully compare different baseline settings and our proposed recurrent models with pretrained event embeddings. The embedding vector size are fixed at 128. All the dense layer have 256 units. We trained all the neural networks with Adam [17] with the initial learning rate was 0.0001 and mini-batch is 128. The dimensions of internal state h u t is 256 in both LSTM and GRU. Dropout ratio is 0.5 at the last layer in all the neural networks models to alleviate overfitting. These parameters are determined using the validation dataset. We used the gradient clipping technique with bound 5 to avoid gradient explosion in LSTM. GRU did not cause gradient explosion when this technique was not used in these experiments. Table 2 lists all the AUC metrics with different experiment settings. BoE is short the Bag-of-Events model. The brackets (1) indicates that we use the only last user event to model the user activities. 'Embedding' means we randomly initialize and train the embedding within the click prediction training procedure. We also test the case to use the pretrained embedding to represent the user events.
For the Bag of Events models, the model with last 10 events improves over the single event case. Also by employing the pretrained embedding, we are able to improve the AUC slightly further.
In the second half of Table 2 , RNN based models, e.g., LSTM and GRU achieve significantly better results than Bag-of-Events models. This indicates that the RNN networks generally can better summarize sequential user activities. We also observe that the pretrained embedding is able to improve the AUC for both LSTM and GRU models. The attention layer can further improve the performance. We notice that GRU models consistently outperform LSTM networks in all our settings.
In Table 3 , we explore how the length of the user activities would impact the performance of the models. We see if the length is short, Pretrained embedding -GRU -attention (5) 0.702 ± 0.004 Pretrained embedding -GRU -attention (10) 0.711 ± 0.004 Pretrained embedding -GRU -attention (20) 0.711 ± 0.003 the performance is slightly worse due to the insufficient learning of the user states. However, the models hardly benefit from the long user history beyond 10 events. We plan to investigate further how to model long term history more effectively. One interesting observation we have is the generalization power of the pretrained event embedding model. From Table 4 , while training AUC decreases with pretrained embedding vectors, the testing AUC actually increases. This matches our intuition as we could have overfitting issue when co-training the event vectors. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a large-scale event embedding scheme to encode the user browsing history by training a Siamese network with weak supervision on the user consecutive events. With the pretrained embedding, we explore recurrent neural network models to model the user history, thus to improve the CTR prediction in native advertising. We found that the our embedding scheme is able to learn reasonable semantics of both domains and words by training from the URL, title and description of the user events.
We also show the improvements in the native advertising CTR prediction task by using recurrent neural network models with the pretrained embedding and attention layer to model the user history. Our experiments showed that the event embedding and our designed recurrent attentional models significantly outperform the baseline and other variants.
